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To all whom it may concern. 
Be it known that I, FLOYD S. MucKEY, a 

citizen of the United States, and a resident 
of the city, county, and State of New York, 

O 
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have invented a new and useful Improve 
ment in Methods of Sound Production, of 
which the following is a full, clear, and ex 
act description. 
My invention relates to improvements in 

a method of recording, producing and re 
producing sounds, and more particularly 
the recording, the production and reproduc 
tion of musical tones. After a long and 
very careful study of many of the voices of 
singers and of the tones of musical instru 
ments, by photographic analyses, I have 
found that pleasing tones are obtained 
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where there is a strong fundamental tone 
and where the overtones are diminished in 
intensity. The sensations, produced upon 
the ear by the sound production of any mu 
sical instrument consist of first, that series 
of partial tones which the particular, vi 
brator originates, and second, sound other 
than, the above mentioned partial tones. 
The second are undesirable sounds. Very 
high and strong partial tones are also classi 
fied as undesirable. If the desired partial 
tones, especially the fundamental and lower 
overtones are amplified and the undesirable 
sounds are subordinated to such an extent 
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that they are not noticeable, then a good 
tone quality is obtained. My efforts have 
been along this line, and the object of my 
method is to produce this good quality of 
tone by amplifying and strengthening the 
desired partial tones to their proper in 
tensity through resonance, and suppress or 
subordinate the undesirable sounds. I have 
found that this can be accomplished if, for 
example, a resonance chamber is shaped so 
as to provide substantial reinforcement for 
the desired partial tones, and if the walls 
are shaped toward the outlet so as to grad 
ually merge and condense the sound waves 
contiguous to or as they leave the outlet. 
For example, a sound box for graphophones 
and like instruments constructed in accord 
ance with my ideas provides a substantial 

resonating chamber in which the sound 
waves of the fundamental and lower over 
tones are amplified and reinforced in their 
proper relation to good quality and the 
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Sound box is made so as to gradually deflect. 
and transmit the same to the outlet without 
substantial reflection back toward the inlet, 
whereby harmful interference is prevented. 
In such a device as the sound box above 
described the desired partial tones are rein 
forced to such an extent that the substan 
tially unreinforced, undesirable sounds are 
subordinated and repressed, and a tone of 
strong volume and good quality is produced. 
The waves of the fundamental and lower 

overtones as they leave a properly con 
structed vibrator are much stronger than 
the waves of the higher overtones, and con 
sequently if means are provided for resonat 
ing, amplifying or reinforcing these strong 
sound waves, the weaker waves above re 
ferred to will as a matter of course, through 
insufficient reinforcement, be suppressed and 
rendered unnoticeable. I have also found 
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that in order to secure the best use of reso 
nance, the condensation or merging of the 75 
sound waves should occur contiguous to the outlet, and remote from the inlet. 

Reference is to be had to the accompany- . 
ing drawings forming a part of this speci 
fication in which similar reference charac 
ters indicate corresponding parts in all the 
views. - 

Figure 1 is a longitudinal section of a 
double sound box embodying my invention 
and adapted to carry out my improved 
method. - 

Fig. 2 is an end view of the structure 
shown in Fig. 1. t 

Fig. 3 is an end view of a single sound 
box and diaphragm. - 

Fig. 4 is a longitudinal section of the 
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structure shown in Fig. 3 and also shows: 
diagrammatically the relative intensities of 
the different sound waves set up by the dia 
phragm. 

Fig. 5 is a diagram or chart of the partial 
tones produced by the voice or by stringed 
instruments. 
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Fig. 6 is an enlarged diagrammatic view 
showing the course of the sound waves 
through the sound box. 
The chart or diagrau shown in Fig. 5 is 

draw 11 to represet the fill damental and 
overtones of stringel inst 'tillents and the 
voice aid while the chart inlay not be accu 
rate it will serve to pring (lit. the theory of 
my involitic) . . . It will be note that the 
sold waves of the fundanetal tone which 
I have narked C are strong and long, and 
I inave found from a care fill study that in 
the best voices and the best in usical tones 
this fundamental tone strongly predomi 
nates. The first overtone which I have 
inaikett C is the most harmonic interval 
and it will be seen that this sound wave is 
also strong but less so than the fundamental 
tone. The third partial tone which is G 
and is the second overtone is the next most 
harmonic in ferval, and it will be observed 
that this wave is shorter and less strong 
than that of the first overtone, and so 
through the several gradations, it will be 
?h served that the sound waves become 
shorter and relatively weaker until at the 
cighth and ninth overtones the sound waves 
which at this point represent tones of ex 
tremely high pitch are very short and com 
paratively weak. 

For example, in jig. 1, I have shown a 
(loi ible solid hox having the desired shape. 
In this case a dial-phraga 10 having a stylus 
1 i, is sett, at the diaphragm is held by 
: Sitable ring 13. it he peculiar curve of 
the stal (x -i- will be noted, a fict I have 
foil it, desirable to provide a substantial 
res? lice cl: in per the walls 14" of which 
for 11 all iteriorly concave-convex citive 
which ti'itiates when the convex curve 
takes : lirection which is perpenticiular to 
ti (; (iii) 'agni. It will be noticed that the 
wall 14" of the stir diox cirves outward 
all gracially if ..w: it to about the point a, 
well it, eccle's less shari) but still cit rves 
in ward is at b, and finally. Oftward as at 
?: to i? titlet li. It stead of having : 
son X (iii! (; ft, car c itsel single is in 
Fig. 4. thic' - Fae (ig recisely the same 
exce: 1, f : 1 (i.e. eid of the soil?t box is 
(?t (fl. . . . 

keft rig to Fig. 4 the relative sound 
wave it ('siti's reliagra. Hiinatically repre 
(iii. ( . (''': t: , 

t i? cle sired ):liti: tones are shown as 16 
Wilt' (' s list wave intensities the tun 

sir; it stills are i? resented by the 
it i ij ( : ) i. 
it get (!!"; (:?t it's( t )f the s ind w:lves 

ti's ghi ti (, s): it i. 5x will be understood 
ly it: 'i'i's ice to ti (, ligr: irratic view ii. 
Fig. 6. It will ie see tihai, Jnany of the 
st in ti wa '.'s are deficie? aid merged or 
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BEST AVATABLE copyr 
condensed contiguous to the outlet while 
relatively few are finally reflected back 
to w; I'll the inlet, which lackward reflection 
I shall he'eil after term ' counter-reflection.” 
By referring to this figure it will be noticed 
that the several soul waves are numbered 
all (d it) it'at ('lly a ri'(WS, so that the points 
Where they strike the wall of the Sound box 
all the paths of their deflections are noted. 
This diagra is drawn with scientific accu 
racy, aid it will be seen that practically 
all the sound waves are condensed at or 
near the outlet. This condensation of the 
solin it waves is essential to resonance which 
is the important factor in the production 
of good volt line and quality. 

From the foregoing description it will be 
sec) that I have devised a method of sound 
production, which 

First, provides a substantial resonance 
cavity with a restricted outlet for reinforc 
ing the lesired partial tones of any complex 
solid and this insures the best possible 
cality and volume of tone. 

Second, provides a resonance chamber 
which while a fic reling a substantial reso 
nance cavity to reli force the desired partial 
to lies (l-flects the said waves toward the 
() litet in Stich a mainier that only a Sinail 
|perceritage of then retiri toward the inlet 
t) :atise it it ("!"ference with volune and qual ity. 

Thi1 , provides a resoinance chamber 
which coli (lenses the solid waves in or con 
tigliot is to ti (; titlet and remote from the 
ii ("t. 

it viiig (k's(iii)tti tily i? vention, I claim:- 
1. The 11) ('th f is tild production coin 

prising the origination of composite sounds, 
reii) forciig the ?uitainental and lower over 
to lies the ref?, with the greatest intensity, by 

resotai ('' ('il II ( I'... the rely sit bordinating 
tli (, lirit'' () v (''t it's. : 1 tr; sitting the 
s: ( \\ it it, sit?-tail titl ('citer-reflection 
wic' rely a ri?il it iter ?erience is revented. 

2. 'T' ('t still procliction coin 
prising th(, ) 'igitation of conposite sounds, 
'il forcing the fintaine Ital and lower over 
t{}i ('s \\ it It' tri', 'it ('st it.' I sity by : 'eso 
II: i:' '): it''. ('I'ely siltiliatig ti: 
light') () Veit () it's. : i) conce sing the stic 
(' , it is it is t the it et, will tit, si st: Intial 
('liter-reflect it ii. whereby a rift inter 
?er('i?') is 'i' Veit (i. 

3. Tit' ('t sitti procliction corn 
ising lit' triliatio of coinosite tones, 

I'(ii) fortij g { } {' filiatiential and lower over 
i? lic's y : It's ice claibor so thi: , the 
?t it i: It' it: I' will 'i' onlina (; art the 
( \' (''t it's '' - 11 it 'til 1: ('il. : it colleinsig 
t (: ' 'it f ''' ( - ) it it W: V's ('citig () is to 

(, it it wit it, sit still till (: )t inter-rey 
fi: 'ti I, whereby the greatest resonance is 
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provided for the production of good volume tiguous to the outlet without substantial 
and good quality. counter-reflection, and discharging the tones. 10 . 

4. Thes of said prisis. immediately after the same are reinforced. 
prising the origination of composite sounds, - 5 EEE E. lower over FILOYD S. MUCKEY. 
tones with the greatest intensity by a reso- Witnesses: 
nance chamber, thereby subordinating the WARREN. B. HuTCHIN son, 
higher overtones, condensing the same con- FRANK. S. APryEMAN. 
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